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Both Eastern basketball teams
win on the road a t Southeast
lVIissouri.
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Residents
will no longer
feel the heat
+ Weller Hall to receive air
conditioning units during summer
By Kevin Sampier
ADM INISTRATION EDITOR

Weller Hall will have new wall-mounted air conditioning units after the Board of 'Ihlstees approved the
purchase and contract.
The BOT approved $947,343, which includes Gregg
1tiad utility replacements.
Gary Reed, interim director of Facilities Planning
and Management, said Weller Hall currently has no air
conditioning; Pemberton and East Halls don't either.
Weller Hall will receive air conditioning units that
will mount through the wall similar to those in Ford
and McKinney Halls, instead of window units, Reed
said.
According to the purchase approval from the BOT,
the $947,343 cost includes an $86,122 contingency and
is broken down into three areas: general, $167,000;
electric, $159,321; and heating, $534,900.
The purchase approval also described the project:
''This project is for the installation of through-the-wall
air conditioning units in each residence room in Weller
Hall."
In addition to the air conditioner installation, the
'Ihad will have replacements made to its utility system.
"This project would include power distribution,
upgrading the power source, replacement of building
exhaust systems and modifications and additions to
temperature controls for the heating system," the
report said.
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Robert Patrick, a sophomore athletics training major, hangs out in Weller Hall on Tuesday afternoon.

Museum to have
exhibit on famous
cinematographer

Residence halls
to get new furniture

+ Coles County H -istorical Society

Carman and the south
tower of Taylor to be
refurnished

+ The north tower of

1·eceives $500 grant fm· exhibit
By David Thill

By Julie Bourque

STAFF WR ITER

CAMPUS REPORTER

A famous Academy Award-winning cinematographer, who was born in Charleston, will be the
focus of a new exhibit at the Coles County
Historical Society thanks to a $500 grant.
The historical society was awarded $500 for its
exhibit, "Citizen Gregg: A Centenary Reflection
on Gregg Toland (1904 to 1948)."
Debra Reid, a worker at the historical societ y,
was involved in the application for the grant, as
well as the Gregg Toland exhibit.
Thland was born in Charleston in 1904 and
worked as cinematographer on movies such as
"Citizen Kane," "Grapes of Wrath" and
"Wuthering Heights."
Thland was nominated for the Academy Awards
six times from 1935 until1941. He won in 1939 for
best cinematography for "Wuthering Heights."
" 'Citizen Kane' is the best example of the 'deep
focus' technique that Thland created," Reid said.
"The technique is that of focusing in very close on
an object and panning out."
The money will go to pay for the production of
labels at the exhibit to convey all the work
research students have been doing on the project,
Reid said.
Rick Casey, executive director of the historical
society, said the display will begin with a collection
of Toland's family history in Coles County and continue with his birth and migration to California.
"The exhibit will also contain the influences of
his work and the 55 years since his death," Casey
said. "It will continue the awareness of the connection between Coles County and a cinematographer of his international renown."
The exhibit will run May through September at
the Dudley House on Seventh Street in Charleston.
SEE MUSEUM
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Andy Farnetti, a freshman business marketing major,
plays video games Monday evening in his Thomas Hall
dorm room.

This summer the north tower of
Carman and the south tower of
Thylor halls will be remodeled with
new carpeting, fresh paint and new
stackable furniture.
The south tower of Carman Hall
and the north tower of Thomas
Hall, were given the same
improvements last summer.
Although Thylor Hall is undergoing the same renovations as
Carman Hall, Mark Hudson, director of housing and dining services,
said Thylor will require more work.
"Because we have to remove the
built-in furniture," Hudson said,
''Taylor is going to be a much bigger project."
The decision to go ahead with
this project was based on last
year's residence hall satisfaction
survey. Hudson said the survey
revealed which halls and what
things the students thought needed
the most improvement.
"Housing and Dining did the
project based according to last
year's
satisfaction
survey,"
Hudson said. "The students' preferences gave us order to which
hall and what things to work on
first."
Last year's residence hall satisfaction survey came back with all
positive feedback. Hudson said the
survey revealed 98 percent of students rated the new carpeting,

fresh painting and new furniture
as excellent, and 2 percent of students showed no interest.
Kevin Leverence, residence
assistant at Thomas Hall, said he
agreed with the survey's results.
"I think the improvements make
everything look a lot better,''
Leverence said. "The furniture is a
little bit heavier to move around,
but in the long run it will definitely
be worth it."
Like the furniture put in last
summer in Carman's and Thomas'
south and north towers, Hudson
said the new stackable furniture
put in this summer will be assembled by prison inmates.
"We have a contract with the
Illinois Prison Industry to do this
whole project," Hudson said.
Last summer Housing and
Dining Services spent approximately $600,000 on furniture and
more than $1 million on room renovations and carpets, Hudson said.
This time, Housing and Dining
plans on spending about $875,000,
with $500,000 going to Carman and
the remaining balance to Thylor.
Funds for this project came
from the room and board budget,
Hudson said.
As far as security and care
issues, Douglas Howell, student
housing director of Carman South,
said
the
Residence
Hall
Association is taking steps in order
to keep the improvements looking
new.
"Hall Council, through RHA,
submitted a recommendation that
Carman be a smoke-free building,
and we are not allowing students to
bring in outside lofts or cinder
blocks," Howell said.
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Speaker to
delve into
black malefemale roles
By Cari Carlson
STAFF WRITER

Smash
University Police and Charleston Police officers direct traffic after a wreck between two vehicles at the intersection of Lincoln Avenue and Division Street
Tuesday afternoon. Both vehicles were towed from the scene, but no one was hurt in the accident

Role-playing
designer visits

Sit back and soak up the Darwin
By Jason Butler
STAFF WR ITER

"A Chat with Charles Darwin"
began with a brief introduction by
Earlier this year, fans of the Star the Dean of Eastern's Graduate
Wars Universe were given their first School Robert Augustine Thesday
opportunity to interact with each afternoon.
John Wagner from the Field
other in an online role playing game
called "Star Wars Galaxies," and now Museum of Natural History was
the lead designer of Galaxies is com- the main speaker at the event and
arrived dressed in full late-nineing to Eastern.
Kirk Black, who has worked on teenth century clothes, with a
other massively multi-player online gray top hat and a black coat with
role-playing games (MMORPGs), tails.
"I enjoy being Charles Darwin,
such as "Ultima Online," "Everquest"
and "Dark Age of Camelot," will speak because I know people will have
at a meeting of the Association of more fun with it when they don't
Thchnology Professionals as part of have to do anything to learn,"
its series, "Careers in Gaming," a Wagner said.
press release stated.
Gary Fritz, an Eastern biologiBlack will speak from 6:30p.m. to 8 cal sciences professor, is one of
p.m. Wednesday in Lumpkin Hall's the sponsors for Darwin Day. He
said he got the idea for the celeRoberson Auditorium.
According to the press release, bration from the Internet.
"Many schools are doing celeBlack had said he would speak about
topics such as "Server Architecture brations," Fritz said. "Pretty soon
and Development, 3D Animations and it will be all over the place, when
Graphics, Marketing, Game Design" one school does it another will do
it and so everyone will be celeand others.
STAFF REPORT
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"I enjoy being Charles Darwin because I know
people will have more fun with it when they
don't have to do anything to learn."
-John Wagner, Field Museum of Natural History representative
brating Darwin."
Darwin Day is targeted at the
public at large, and is a concern
for every person in the world, he
said.
Wagner went through Darwin's
life in about an hour, starting with
his childhood spent looking for
different kinds of beetles.
He then addressed the controversy about Darwin's way of
thinking about evolution.
The controversy started when
Darwin published his paper about
natural selection in 1859.
Wagner said the religious community clashed with Darwin's natural selection ideas because they
believed in creation and would not
tolerate any other theories.
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Darwin Days
+ "Evolution: What about
God?" will be featured in room
2040 of the Ufe Sciences
building.

+ This is the final movie in
commemoration of Charles
Darwin for Darwin Days.

Darwin Day celebrations continue Wednesday with a discussion about the conflicts Darwin's
ideas bring to the table.
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The evolution of relationships
between black males and females
approaching popular culture will
be a lecture topic Wednesday
night.
Fred Hord, director of black
studies
at
Knox
College,
Galesburg, will host the lecture
"Understanding Black MaleFemale Relationships in the HipHop Generation," as part of
Eastern's African American
Cultural Heritage Month.
Onaiwu Ogbomo, of Eastern's
African-American studies department, said he invited Hord to speak
at Eastern because he considers
Hord a prominent AfricanAmerican scholar who will address
issues relevant to on-<:ampus students.
Herd's lecture will look at the
history of relationships between
black males and females and how
they have been impacted by the
majority society's institutions,
Ogbomo said.
He will touch specifically on the
past 25 years , known as the "HipHop Generation," and the media's
impact on relationships during that
time.
Ogbomo said Hord plans to use
connections with people in the hiphop movement to support his ideas
and present relevant information.
The lecture, Ogbomo said, is relevant to Eastern because many
long-term relationships are formed
in college and individual social
interaction increases.
Dr. Hord is both the founder and
current executive director of the
National Association for Black
Cultural Centers, the largest such
association in the country. He has a
doctorate in black studies and has
written and edited more than five
books in four different areas, ranging from African-American studies to philosophy and poetry,
Ogbomo said.
Hord is also a frequent public
speaker and typically visits 6-8 universities each year. He has totaled
130 lectures.
This particular event is free and
open to any and all interested students. More than 100 people are
expected to attend the lecture.
A question-answer forum will be
open following the lecture and
Hord will be around to answer any
questions on any related topics.
The lecture will begin at 6:30
p.m.
tonight
in
the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.

CORRECTIONS
The swimming photo on Page 12
of Monday's issue of The Daily
Eastern News was photographed
by Josh Reeley.
The News regrets the error.

SUGGESTIONS
If you have any suggestions or
ideas for articles you would like to
see in The News, feel f1·ee to contact us at 581-2812 or jpchambers@eiu.edu
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Safety now a parking issue
By Brian O'Malley
STUDENT
EDITOR

GOVERNM ENT

The Residence Hall
Association/Student
Senate parking task
force discussed the
safety of students
when walking from a
parking lot at night.
The group consists
of three representatives from senate
and three representatives from RHA.
An issue the task
force discussed in
depth was the safety
of a student parking
far away from where
he or she lives, especially late at night.
Howell said he
understands
if
teachers want to be
close to their buildings because of the
assault
on
Professor William
Feltt in the fall of

FA C ULT Y :EN ATE

•

University
seeks four
directors

• Senate also gets updates on llli1Wis
Board ofHigher Education happenings
By Kevin Sampier
AD MINISTRAT ION EO ITOR
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The Parking Task Force has discussed creating an escort service to people's cars.

2002.

"I can understand the reasoning of
wanting to be close to their buildings,"
Howell said.
RHA parking representatives
Becca Finks and Margaret Bookie
both said they don't usually feel
threatened when walking on campus
at night.
"I feel incredibly safe on campus,"
Finks said. "I don't think my safety has
ever been compromised."
"I've never felt unsafe," Bookie said.
"I don't think the safety of the campus
is that big of a deal."
Bookie said other schools have a
program that has a person on call all
night to walk someone somewhere if
they don't feel safe.
"Other schools have escort programs," she said. "That is something
that Eastern doesn't have."
JC Miller, RHA parking representa-

tive, said the escort service is a good
idea, but the people would have to be
chosen carefully.
"An escort service would be reasonable," Miller said. "(The escorts)
would have to be trustworthy individuals."
Another issue the task force discussed was the freshmen parking situation.
Kyle Donash, senate parking representative, said he thinks other schools
don't allow freshmen parking.
"Find me a student that it was their
sole deciding factor to go to Eastern
because of freshmen parking," Donash
said to the other members.
The task force discussed the possibilities of holding a survey or poll to
get student input.
"Maybe we could do some kind of
parking survey," said Adam Howell,

senate member and chair of the
Shuttle Bus Committee. "I think that's
a really good idea."
Finks said they would need to find a
school that is similar to Eastern.
The task force members discussed
finding another school to find new
ideas on how to run the parking situation.
"If we need to go out of the state to
get a school that's similar to our size,
then we have to go there," Finks said.
The members brought up the idea
that other schools will be able to help
give Eastern useful ideas.
"You can call parking services;
they're really helpful," Finks said.
The
Residence
Hall
Association/Student Senate parking
task force meets at 7 p.m. Thesday in
the Paris Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.

Senate members picked to attend conference
By Erin Pittman
STAFF WR ITER

Four members of the Student Senate
will attend the annual Conference on
Student Government Associations held at
Texas A&M Feb. 21-24.
Each year Student Senate members
are given the opportunity to visit the conference and engage in leadership activities.
This year, five members applied and
three were selected on a basis of potential
leadership skills and most importantly
what the conference would do for them,
said Student Body President Caleb Judy.
Matt Kulp, chair of the Housing
Committee, Adam Howell, chair of the
Shuttle Bus Committee and Kyle Donash,
chair of the External Relations
Committee, will represent Eastern for
2004, joined by Student Senate Speaker

George Lesica.
" All the people who applied were great,
but we didn't have the money to send
them all," Judy said.
Attending the convention always
proves beneficial to the student body,
Judy said.
Attendees from the 2003 conference
brought back ideas such as the homecoming T-shirts, the scholarship search
database and the bucket brigades, which
are programs the senate has worked on
this semester and last semester.
Howell expressed his excitement in
getting started on projects he has been
looking forward to for a long time.
"I'm hoping to get a designated driver
program started, based on a project they
do there called 'Car Pool,"' he said.
Howell said a chance like this doesn't
come along very often because senate
members are selected to attend the con-

ference only once.
Needless to say, the selected members
said they are thrilled.
"I'm actually extremely excited and
happy that I was chosen to represent
Eastern and bring back a lot of new
ideas," Kulp said.
"I'm really grateful I was chosen,"
Howell said. "It's something I've wanted
to do since I joined the Student Senate."
Senate members can expect a positive
outcome at the conference, Judy said.
Judy, who attended last year, called the
trip a good leadership experience.
"I learned a lot," he said. "You work
with other schools and get to know the
people you go with. It looks great on
resumes."
Cosga will meet on Feb. 21-24 at Texas
A&M in College Station, Texas.
An expenditure of $3,392.50 has been
approved by senate to fund the trip.

Martin Luther King Jr. University Union

Bookstore
Eastern Illinois University

25°/o Off

The Faculty Senate Thesday heard a presentation
on faculty searches from Blair Lord, provost and
vice president for academic affairs.
Lord told senate members there are currently
four searches for positions in the academic division.
The vacant positions are: Director of Admissions,
Director of Minority Affairs,
Dean of the Honors College and
Director of Research, Lord said.
I nformation from last week's
Board of Trustees meeting and
the Illinois Board of Higher
Education meeting was also given
by Lord.
Lord told the senate about a
new ethics law that will require
state employees to record their Blair Lord
activities in 15 minute increments.
The new law will go into effect March 4, Lord said.
President Lou Hencken will create a plan to implement the new recording process before then.
"I have no idea where this is going," Lord said of
the new law. "I think it's a colossally bad idea."
Lord also told the senate the recording and monitoring process might cost more than it is worth.
"How many millions and millions and millions of
dollars are going to be used trying to keep track of
the records," Lord said.
The law, intended to prevent state employees from
lobbying or campaigning while on the clock, is flawed,
according to several senate and BOT members.
Lord said if an employee is dishonest enough to
participate in illegal activities, the chances they
would honestly record their activities is slim.
Lord also said the law will require state employees
complete ethics training.
Faculty Senate Chair David Carpenter said the
discussion on changing the composition of the
Council on University Planning and Budget will continue.
Carpenter said the executive committees from
each group met last Friday and decided to wait until
Hencken gave his opinion on reducing the size of the
council.
"They want to hear it from the president first
before they negotiate with us,'' Carpenter said of the
proposed reduction in size to the council.
The senate also discussed its upcoming faculty
forum and tentatively decided who will speak during
the event Feb. 24.
A proposed system that would evaluate administrators was postponed until the senate's next meeting because one of the system's most vocal supporters, senate member Bud Fischer, was absent
Tuesday.
Senate members are researching the possibility of
having faculty representation on the BOT. Senate
member Steve Scher supports the idea and cited the
success students had getting BOT representation.
The senate resolved to communicate their interests to Hencken and the BOT.
The Faculty Senate meets at 2 p.m. Thesdays in
the Booth Library Conference Room 4440.

Royal Heights Apartments
- 3 Bedroom Apartments for Fall 2004
• 1, 2, 3, person rates for Spring 2004
• New Carpet!!
• New Furniture!!
• Free Parking
Call 346-3583 For Info

SWEATSHIRTS & SWEATPANTS
Sale Runs Feb. 9th - 15th
Stor e Ho u rs:
Monday Thurs day 8:00am to 7:00pm
Friday 8 :00am to 4:30p m
Saturday l O:OOam to 4:00p m
Stmday 1:00 p m to 5:00 p m
Eastern Illinois University

P h o n e (2 17) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581- 6 625
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EDITORIAL

Leadership
council needs
right plans
The Student Leadership Council is a group
created by the Student Government with overall good intentions to help Recognized Student
Organizations and bring more diversity to campus.
The council, started by Lisa Flam, student
vice president for student relations, plans to
bring changes to the organizations by altering
the way they are funded.
The council is recommending representatives
from the RSOs attend the council's weekly
meetings. Only those RSOs represented 75 percent of the time at the
At issue
meetings will have a
The
Student
chance to be funded
Leadership Council is
through the university.
working to develop
Flam is leading the
Recognized Student
Organizations and
charge to "increase
spread diversity.
communication among
RSOs so as to increase
Our stance
awareness about their
The council should
group and their projbe appreciated, but
ects."
needs to keep fundThe diversity the
ing RSOs a top
council helps bring to
priority.
this campus can do
nothing but help the
perception and attitude
of Eastern students.
Flam said the leadership council could still
function without helping fund RSOs. None of
the more than 200 currently receive direct
money from the university.
Flam said the council is really created to
bring students together. But the group needs to
keep in mind what is best for all of the students
involved in RSOs.
The funds don't necessarily have to come
from raising student fees or related sources,
but recognized groups at other universities
such as the University of Illinois do receive
funding through the school.
The groups deserve at least some of that
advantage at Eastern.
"I've always had a strong desire of spreading
diversity around campus," Flam said. "That
was one of the big things I wanted to do."
The Student Leadership Council wants to
give RSOs a chance to get more for themselves,
and there is an attempt to develop a way to
determine which organizations will be funded.
The council will meet for the second time
Thursday. Flam ran for her current position in
the Student Government on a platform in support of the council, but she is unsure now of
where RSOs could get their money.
The council, started for the right reasons,
needs to keep RSO funding a top priority.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Daily Eastern News editorial board.

Matt Rennels
Guest columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News

Rennels also is a
senior journalism
major
He can be reached at
squineljt_up@yahoo.
com

I remember when bottled
water first started to surface
when I was a teenager. I
laughed at it. I never even
drank water from the tap, why
would I ever set my hard
earned weekly allowance down
on the counter for water?
Of course, at the time, I
would down about seven
Mountain Dew cans in the
course of an afternoon without
thinking twice. What seems to
me the most blatant health
scam integrated into my generation's grocer sucked me right
in as well. I buy a 24 pack of
plastic-encased H20 each week.
Yeah. Nice to meet you. I'm a
sucker, always have been and
always will be. But I still have
my pride and my buns.
Being a delivery driver for
Chubby's Pizza, I shuttle past
the Arby's establishment at
least 100 times a week. I can't
help but shake my head every
time, noticing the marquee sign
prompting those seeking lowcarb solutions to get their roast
beef sandwich without a bun,
encouraged by the Atkins diet.
The only time I have opted
for that low-carb solution has
been when I lost my grip on a
sandwich and made a mess.
The first time I heard this
ridiculous notion my friends
and I had dropped by Hardee's,
ridiculous in itself, and showcased in the middle of the menu
was a new low carb burger. I

"Power Bars don't
come with will power,
bottled water doesn't
come with a genie inside
and drinking Ultra Slim
Fast doesn't mean
Tommy Lasorda wants
to visit. "
thought "Cool! Carbs are bad!
I'll get it!" I didn't. I got some
burger with barbecue sauce on
it.
I was still curious how they
pulled those carbs out of a
burger. On the menu it almost
looked like it was just without a
bun. When I suggested this possibility, my pals and I rendered
it impossible, laughed for ten
minutes and ate food crammed
full of carbohydrates.
Delicious.
At home three weeks later, I
came across a Hardee's advertisement plugging the same
bunless burger. At that point,
the Atkins Diet had been hammered into my mind and alongside water placed in bottles,
Americans everywhere were
eating their burgers without
buns. Ridiculous.

I realize that most diets are
unreasonable. We give up something we like for something we
would still like. Another fad
diet might ask us to give up
three course meals for a milkshake chocked full of protein.
Sounds unreasonable, but hey, I
like milkshakes! The Atkins
Diet asks us to give up bread,
pasta and pizza? That just
sounds unreasonable.
Now the Atkins entity has
given Jerrod a run for his
money at Subway, TGI Friday's
has just introduced an Atkins
friendly menu, your local grocer has a full aisle of Atkins
low-carb products and you can
even get Atkins to deliver you
meals, minus the carbs for
$39.95 a day.
Power Bars don't come with
will power, bottled water doesn't come with a genie inside and
drinking Ultra Slim-Fast doesn't mean Tommy Lasorda wants
to visit. The fact is that these
low-carb diets specialize in
weight loss and that's it. Unless
you throw regular exercise into
the equation your body will be
Jell-o.
Can you have Jell-o on this
diet? As long as you don't put it
on a hoagie roll.
I may have given into bottled
water, but don't count on me
giving into this. Just like the
next guy or gal I would like to
be in shape, but I won't bow
down to Atkins.
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TURN : LETTERS TO THE

EDITOR

Support team with attendance
What happened to having
a little school spirit? I
recently attended an
Eastern basketball game,
and although it is nearing
the end of the season, I was
appalled at the lack of students attending in support
of our team.
In previous years, students would have to arrive
at the game early in order
to have a seat in the student
section. Not anymore. The
student section is comprised of the band, the Blue

Crew and few other students. It is sad to me that
the majority of the fans
attending the games are
adults and even sadder that
more people attend high
school games than those at
Eastern.
Eastern's sports teams
may not always win their
games, but that is even
more reason for us students
to cheer them on and show
a little school spirit. If I
were a player on Eastern's
basketball team, it would

definitely give me more
motivation to play better. If
I felt like I had students
there genuinely cheering
me on to beat the opposing
team.
And hey, we are already
paying to attend the games
in student fees so why not

get our money's worth and
take advantage of being
able to root for our home
team?
Amy Umbarger,
senior speech
communication major

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors' name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217 -581·2923; or e-m ailed to jpchambers@eiu.edu.
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Channel 4 to see
information boost
By Blake Boldt
STAFF WRITER

The news programming on channel 4 is adapting to provide more
information about area events for
Charleston viewers.
Charleston Information Services
Director Todd Kibler said the channel should have a positive effect on
the community.
He said that people who do not
read the newspaper or use the
Internet can obtain local information through this channel.
"We're just happy that we can
get more information to the community," Kibler said.
He said the city is eager to make
sure people know about the new
format of the channel.
Plans are to add even more features once more time can be devoted to the project and the format
becomes familiar.
The city has the option of buying
new equipment to improve the
channel even further, Kibler said.
According to Kibler, annual city
events such as Christmas on the
Square can potentially be advertised on the network.
"This spring we will announce
more public works projects on the
channel," Kibler said. This week,
broadcasting notices and other

information have been announced
on the public access channel.
Testing on channel 4 began in
mid-January and the channel is
now ready to be run on a regular
basis.
According to Kibler, Mediacom
is providing the cable line and
equipment needed to transmit the
information. The city has provided
a computer entering this information.
The channel will be transmitted
in the form of a slide show presentation.
At this time the channel spotlights city council minutes,
Charleston zoning board agendas
and a calendar for February,
Kibler said.
He also said the group plans to
incorporate information on fire
and police programs, festivals and
parks and recreation events.
Surplus property auctions and
advertisements for the Charleston
Rotary Pool and Putt-N-Swing will
also be featured. I nformation on
the disposal of lawn waste and the
snow routes around the area will
be available, Kibler said.
The city of Mattoon does not cm·rently have a public access channel, but the city administrator will
look into operating one with
Mediacom.

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY MATT WILLS

M ayor Dan Cougill's City Council minutes is just one of the services c hannel 4 w ill provide

Not just another class at Buzzard Bylaw change requires
+ Associate vocal professo1· Marilyn Coles plays Julliard voice coach i n
By Charity Davis
STAFF WRITER

"Now how do I get off

One by one, audience members
rushed through the doors anticipating Marilyn Coles', Eastern vocal
performance
in
instructor,
Terrence McNally's "Master
Class."
Genie Lenihan is in charge of the
Community Theater which sponsored "Master Class." Lenihan
decided to have the play on
Eastern's campus.
"Marilyn Coles is Eastern's own
color atura soprano, and these
types of sopranos are hard to find,"
Lenihan said. "Coles was eager to
play the role of Maria Callas."
Callas is a voice coach who
teaches three aspiring Julliard
singers. Throughout the play,
Callas reflects on her past career
as an opera singer and her personal life choices.
Coles enters the auditorium of
Buzzard Hall transforming the
audience into her classroom.
"Listening takes concentration,
and I don't believe in microphones," Coles said in her opening
lines. "So if you can't hear me, you
may come closer or leave, but I
don't get any louder than this. Do I
scare you?

stage?"
- Amanda Albertus-Wesley
Eastern graduate

"Sooner or later you will catch
on to my sense of humor. Or maybe
you won't. Some people don't think
that I have one."
Lucas Goodrich performed as
Thny, the tenor of the play, who
demanded the opportunity to let
his singing be heard.
Goodrich, a senior vocal performance major, sings with the
university mixed chorus, concert
choir and the musical theatre
opera ensemble.
Sophie, played by Amanda
Alburtus-Wesley, is the first soloist
to appear on stage and is timid and
emotional, but in the end she gains
the approval of her instructor.
"That's the right idea Sophie
aye? Did you mark your score as
I've pointed out?," Callas instructs
Sophie.
"Now how do I get off stage?
They should teach us that. They
should teach us a lot of things, but
they don't,'' Sophie exclaimed as

'~lfastm· Class"

she exits the stage.
Wesley, an Eastern graduate
with a bachelor's degree in music
and vocal performance, was
pleased with the production.
"I was excited and nervous,"
Wesley said. "fve been in lots of
plays before. I always enjoy being
able to have opportunities like this."
During intermission an audience
member said, "It's all right. This is
the first community play I've been
to. The play is good, but I haven't
figured out the meaning yet. It has
good singers though. The theme is
interesting because it includes the
audience."
Thni Beavers, junior vocal music
education major, was the second
soprano to appear on stage and
played the role of Sharon. She studies privately with professor Coles
and sings in the university mixed
choir and concert choir.
"I was in this play because I love
to sing and perform. Plus it was a
great honor to work with Dr.
Coles," Beavers said. "The music
was challenging, but I think we did
a fantastic job."
After the play another audience
member said, "I enjoyed the play
very much. It was excellent. They
did an awesome job. It was very
moving."

Eastern Illinois University

Doughnuts Are On Sale in the

UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY
DON'T MISS OUT!!

$5.00 Per Dozen
$2.50 Half Dozen
45¢ Single Donut

Great Low Prices!!!
100 Dozen
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts
EVERY THURSDAY at 7am
Call581-3616
to place your order

reports after conferences
By Brian O'Malley
STUDEN T GOVERNMENT EDI TOR

" Participants in confer-

The Student Senate will discuss
a bylaw change that would require
any students returning from a conference to file a report and hold a
forum to discuss what they learned
at the conference.
The bylaw change, co-authored
by Senate member Beckie Diehl
and Student Body President Caleb
Judy, said that any participants in
Student Government funded conferences must return with a formal
report and forum discussion.
"Participants in conferences
should be held accountable for what
they learn on student fee funded
trips," the bylaw change said.
The formal reports will be a way
for the participants to share their
experience with the Student Body.
The senate will also discuss $400
from the student payroll to be
given to the Senate Secretary
Christine Ruhaak.
Student Senate Speaker George
Lesica said she is responsible for
recording the minutes and taking
attendance, among other things.
"That's why she should get
paid," Lesica said. "It's not an honorary position, it's a job."
The Apportionment Board

ences should be held

already approved the removal of
the $400 from the Awards and
Grants line item and the addition of
the money to the student payroll.
"It's to compensate the Senate secretary for her services," Lesica said.
The secretary will get paid a
stipend $25 a week, but will receive
it as $100 a month.
"In the past the secretary has not
been paid and finding a qualified
person to fill the position has been
difficult and the duties have been
performed less than adequately in
some cases," Lesica said.
The senate will also discuss the
approval of the amendments of the
University Board bylaws.
The Student Senate meets at 7
p.m.
Wednesday
in
the
Arcola/Thscola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.

·suc.11t
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accountable for what

they learn on student fee
funded trips."
- bylaw change
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Map locates alumni all over United States
+ Map shows almost 70,000
Eastern alumni

-EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

Atumm Across the Nabon

By Sarah Matherly

~

STAFF WRITER

Some students have not thought much about
life after college, or better yet, how they will
keep in contact with fellow alumni from
Eastern.
However, the new Eastern Alumni Map
offers just that.
There is a local chapter contact alumni can
get in touch with from each state if they
would like more information on alumni in
their area.
As of now only a map of the United States is
available on the Web site, but that doesn't
mean the alumni who live overseas are forgotten.
"We do keep track of (overseas alumni),"
said Jerilyn Hutson, assistant director of
alumni services at Eastern. "But it's a little
more difficult to keep up with where everyone
is located."
Christy Kilgore-Hadley, assistant director
of alumni services, said there are 9,000 alumni currently living overseas and 68,982 living
in the United States.
She said while there is no specific program
to keep track of the overseas alumn~ many of
them are registered with the alumni service's
Web site.
Hutson said Eastern's alumni services
department got the idea for the alumni map
from the University of Texas' Web site and
contacted them to find out how they could
bring the alumni map here to our school.
The alumni Web site has been very useful to
people, "especially since the online community was started where people can send stuff to
each other and locate others," Hutson said.
Information listed on the alumni site goes
beyond where people are located.
Hutson said "information on how to purchase merchandise for those who live fatther
away in a state such as California," can be
accessed.
Other information, such as alumni events
happening in each area, how to obtain a college transcript, and how to purchase tickets to
Eastern's athletic and other special events can
be found on the Web site.
Further information about the alumni map
and other alumni services can be found on the
Alumni
Service's
Web
site:
www.eiu.edu/- alumni/text/chapters.htrnl, or
by contacting the Alumni Services Office at
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Museum:

Toland nominated six times for Academy Awards

CONT INUED FROM PAG E 1

1935 Les Miserables

Best Cinematography nominee

The Illinois Association of Museums has awarded
grants ranging from $188-$500 to 14 Illinois museums.
Mary Thmer, a member of the association, said the
goal of the grants is to encourage professional practices
in small museums.
"Most small museums are not eligible for federal
grants because of their size, the number of days they are
open, or the number of people that operate the museums," Thrner said.
The money from the grants must go to a professional
exhibit, or to bring in a professional to speak, Thrner
said.
"The best way to encourage professional practices is to
provide money to help museums run professionally,"
Thrner said.

1937

Best Cinematography nominee

Dead End

1939 Intermezzo
(black and white)

Best Cinematography nominee

1939 Wuthering Heights
(black and white)

Best Cincematography winner

1940 The Long Voyage Home
(black and white)

Best Cinematography nominee

1941 Citizen Kane
(black and white)

Best Cinematography nominee
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STATE

BRIEFS

Second student expelled in gun incident
BLOOMINGTON (AP) -A second elementary school student
involved in firing a handgun on a
school bus last month has been
expelled for two years.
The 11-year-old boy was holding a gun that went off accidentally when another boy grabbed
his arm during a bus ride home
from
Sheridan Elementary
School, police said. No one was

injured.
The second boy, a 10-year-old
who also has been expelled for
two years, is accused of taking the
gun from a relative's home and
bringing it to school.
The boys, who have not been
identified, might be able to return
in the fall of 2005 if they meet certain conditions, including 90 percent attendance at separate

instruction that will be provided
by the school district, said
Bloomington Public Schools
Superintendent Bob Nielsen.
"We all deserve second chances.
I think this gives them that opportunity," Nielsen said after the
school board voted Monday night
to expel the 11-year-old.
Jon Backman, an attorney representing the boys in the school

discipline cases, said he is pleased
that they will receive instruction
and a chance to return to school,
but he questioned why they were
expelled while criminal proceeedings are still pending.
Nielsen said students cannot be
suspended for more than 10 days
without action under the district's
discipline policy.
Both boys face felony weapons

charges and had been held in a
juvenile detention center since
the Jan. 26 incident awaiting
bench trials Wednesday in
McLean County Circuit Court.
The 11-year-old was released
for home confinement 1\.Jesday
under an agreement approved
Monday by Circuit Judge G.
Michael Prall. The 10-year-old
remains in custody.

School chief criticized for meeting with player

Weller:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"Everybody was walking
up and down the halls
with just their bras and
underwear on. We were
all so miserable."
-Cyndi Clement, Weller Hall resident

"Also included in this project would
be the removal and replacement of
underground steam, condensate and
water piping from the present utility
tunnel connection to Ford, McKinney,
Weller and Gregg Halls including
associated site work and asbestos
abatement."
Grunloh Construction Inc. from
Effingham won the bid for general
contractor, while Bodine Electric from
Decatur won the bid for electrical contractor. Nogle and Black Mechanical
Inc. from Urbana won the bid for heating contractor.
Several residents of Weller Hall are
happy to hear the news.
Roommates Cyndi Clement, junior
biological sciences major, and Lauren
Mitchum, sophomore special education major, said air conditioning for
Weller Hall is long overdue.
"I think that's great," Clement said.
"Everybody was walking up and down
the halls with just their bras and
underwear on. We were all so miserable. We had to wear little tank tops
and shorts to bed. It was so hot we
couldn't move."
Mitchum said she has been anticipating comfortable temperatures.
"We've been waiting for it for a long
time," she said. "They told us we were
getting it last year, but it never happened."
Information published by Facilities
Planning and Management on the
Weller and 'Itiad updates said the project will run from May through August.

STREATOR (AP) - The superintendent at
Streator High School has been accused of
telling a black basketball player that he needs
to pass the ball more often to his white teammates, including the superintendent's son.
The incident has prompted an angry outburst from the team's coach and a call for an
investigation by a member of the school board.
According to a memo written by coach Ken
Bublitz, senior guard Wes Hood said
Mattingly met with him Feb. 2 and told him he
needed to pass the ball "to the white kids
more" - including Mattingly's son.
The memo also said Mattingly told Hood
that from watching game tape and attending

games, Hood had to be blind if he didn't see
the need to pass more.
Bublitz said the superintendent broke
school policy by talking to his player without
the knowledge of the head coach, and that the
statement by Mattingly creates a scenario
that implies "a raced based approach to playing basketball by that specific player."
"As the head coach of the basketball team,
I completely resent the intrusion into the varsity basketball team," Bublitz said in the
memo.
Mattingly said the comments were not
racist. He concedes the meeting should not
have taken place without him first talking to

Pension costs a
big part of budget
problems in state
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - State pension costs have been one of
Gov. Rod Blagojevich's biggest headaches as he has tried to
balance the budget, and a new report Thesday showed why he
may need even more aspirin in the next few months.
Auditor General William Holland reported the state will
have to come up with nearly $2.5 billion for the retirement systems in the upcoming fiscal year- $500 million of that just for
interest on last year's complicated plan to reduce costs.
That's a lot of money under any circumstances, but it's especially big when the state budget looks like it will be more than
$2 billion out of balance for next year.
Blagojevich will deliver his annual budget address next
week, offering his proposal for erasing that deficit. Doing that
won't be easy, given his promise not to raise taxes and the
many one-time revenue measures that were built into the last
budget.
The Democratic governor will be looking for places to cut
costs, and pensions might be a target.
He has hired outside experts to review the retirement systems and judge whether they need as much money from the
state as their in-house experts say. His budget office says the
review may find that the full $2.5 billion is needed, but it also
might conclude that pension systems can get by with less, freeing up money for other programs.

Bublitz.
"In retrospect, I should have followed the
chain of command," he said in statement. "I
regret not doing so and I have dealt with each
party involved to let them know I erred and
that I was sorry."
Hood's mother has confirmed that Bublitz's
memo is what her son has told her about the
meeting.
Steve Birosch.ik, a member of the school
board, said the information in the memo was
unsettling.
"I just want to find out all of the details," he
said after announcing he will push for an
investigation.

Five indicted in license
for sale scandal
CHICAGO (AP) -Former Gov.
George Ryan's longtime top aide,
already serving prison time for
racketeering,
was
charged
Thesday along with four other people and a lobbying firm in an
alleged $11.5 million bid-rigging
scheme as prosecutors stepped up
pressure on him to provide evidence against his one-time boss.
Scott Fawell, 46, was accused of
providing inside information to a
contractor, Jacobs Facilities Inc. of
St. Louis, that enabled the company
to lower its bid on a major government contract from $18.8 million to
$11.5 million and eventually land
the job.
The contract was for an expansion at the massive McCormick
Place exposition center on
Chicago's downtown lakefront.
Also charged in the indictment
were Fawell's top assistant, Andrea
Coutretsis, two former Jacobs
Facilities employees, the Chicagobased lobbying firm of Ronan
Potts, and a former Ronan Potts

employee, Julie Starsiak.
Lobbyist AI Ronan, a major
Ryan fundraiser and head of
Ronan Potts, was not charged in
the nine-count indictment.
The indictment also alleges that
Fawell engaged in a fraud scheme
by misusing funds of the
Metropolitan Pier and Exposition
Authority, which he headed after
Ryan became governor and which
operates McCormick Place. Fawell
also is accused of awarding bogus
contracts and favors to vendors.
"The notion that persons inside
McPier provided sealed bid information to a lobbying firm to pass
on to a contractor who used the
information to win a contract is
wrong on many levels," U.S.
Attorney Patrick J. Fitzgerald said
in announcing the indictments.
The fresh indictments bring to
69 the number of state employees
and other charged in the nearly
six-year federal corruption investigation, known as Operation Safe
Road.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED
Showtime Night Club needs DJ,
wait staff and security. Apply in
2100
Broadway,
person.
Mattoon. 234-4151.
2/11
w·7o-,rk~
5 7ho
- u-rs-.-.:F::in-:
d_m_e_1-:0c-J'obs
(proofing/editing) each about
$100 commission. Can you? will
you? email kriskrin02@aol.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/11
Sales-minded students needed
for campus area sales team. Set
your own hours. Earn commission plus bonuses. Call 3452956 to schedule interview.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/12
Job opportunity for Mature student. 10-15 hours/week. Mon.Thur. and Sun. a.m. availability.
Call Westaff now for more info.
345-1303. Ask for Sheryl.
2/16
L~
O~
C-AL-~B,-A~P~
T~
IS~
T-C
~H-:U
~RCH
SEEKING MUSICIANS. GUITARS, KEYBOARD, DRUMS,
AND VOCALISTS NEEDED.
CALL 276-3434 AFTER 5PM.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/ 19

FOR

RENT

Available for Summer and Fall
04-05 school year. Clean modern Apartments and Homes, with
some utilities included. 1,2,3,4
and 5 Bed. WID in some units
also. NOT ALL CLOSE TO CAMPUS. NO PETS!!!! 549-4495
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/11
For 04-05 school year. New 3
bedroom 1 1/2 bath duplex. 2
blocks from campus. Washer,
dryer, AC, deck, yard. 348-0394
2/12
7

T~H=
R=
EE=---=B=E=D=R0 0~M-A:-:P.:-A~RT-

MENTS FALUSPRING 04-05.
1426 9TH ST. OFF STREET
PARKING. 10 OR 12 MONTH
LEASE. NO PETS. SECURITY
REQUIRED. 348-8305.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/ 19

FOR

RENT

FOR

For rent: Girls only: 2 & 3 bedroom apt. for rent. Across from
Buzzard. Call345-2652.
----~---·V12
3 bedroom apt. $235 each per
month, 2 blocks from campus.
345-3554
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.V 16
Available summer and fall 2004.
Extremely nice. 2 and 3 bedroom
with one or two bath, apt and
homes, washer and dryer included. No pets! Close to campus.
Littiken Rentals, 345-9267.
V11
O,.,.N'""E:--:A-:-N:=
D--::TW::7:"":0:--:B::-:E
:--::D:--::R:-:OOM
APARTMENTS. FALUSPRING
04-05. 11 MONTH LEASE. NO
PETS. SECURITY REQUIRED.
348-8305
V19
7

F'AL""L~2-:-00~4---Q::-:U-:-:I=ET=-.:B:--::EA:-c:-:UT=:IFUL

and SPACIOUS 1 and 2 BR
UNFURNISHED APTS. AVAILABLE ON THE SQUARE OVER
Z's MUSIC. LANDLORD ONSITE FOR YOUR SAFETY.
RENTS FROM
$300-$440.
TOTAL PER APT. TRASH and
WATER INCL.. LAUNDRY ONSITE SERIUOS and MATURE
STUDENTS ONLY CALL 3452616.

RENT

FOR

2BR apt, 1/2 block to Rec Ctr.
cable incl, central ale, some balconies. $230/person. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
~---..,..---~·2/27
2BR apts near Buzzard. $460/12
months, water incl. Low utilities,
AIC, coin laundry, ample parking. 345-4489 Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor
- = - - - - . . . , - - - -2/27
1 Bdrm, large & nice apt available now. $295 per month, trash
included. 345-6967

__________________00

RENT

ATIENTION GIRLS! IF YOU
WOULD LIKE A NICE, ROOMY,
FURNISHED 3 BR APARTMENT
WITH LARGE CLOSETS, LOW
RENT, LOW UTILITY BILLS AND
A LANDLORD THAT CARES
FOR THE 2004-2005 SCHOOL
YEAR, CALL 345-3664. SEEING
IS BELIEVING! 10 MONTH
LEASE, NO PETS.
.~,----------,::--:~~0
· 0
2BR moneysaver @ $190/person. Cable&water incl. Don't
miss it. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
--------------~V27

Housing Choices ...
Brittany Ridge Townhouses
3-4 Bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, ale, wid, dw
DSL, phone, cable jacks, deck, fresh carpeUvinyl.
2-5 residents from $188-300

2BR APTS FOR 2, Close to Campus
Near Rec Center or Buzzard Bldg.
All with ale, some paid cable or paid water
Low utilities, ample parking, coin laundry
$230/person 12 months

--~------·V20

Fall Rental 4 bedroom, 2 bath, 3
blocks from campus. New
Construction. 1800 12th St.
{217}868-561 0
--:-:--::,-...,.---,--V20
3 and 4 Bedroom houses new
campus. AIC, off street parking,
10 month lease. 273-1395
V24
PI.""YA:-:1:-L-:-N:-=0:-:W-:--:1-::-2-:3- 4--=BE
=D::-::R:-.:OOM
LINCOLN OR 9TH STREET.
CALL 348-01 57. LANMANPROPERTIES.COM
-------~·2/26
Large, nice 2 bdrm apt, $450,
water and trash included no
dogs or cats. 345-6967

_________o.o

Apiii'nts

Lincolnwood Pinetree

2BR APTS for 1 or 2 persons
Cable, water, trash paid, 1 parking space
$350 for 1 person, $190 each for 2
Low electric, coin laundry

1BR APTS for every need and taste
All shapes & sizes, near & far, neat & ugly
For privacy, quiet, convenience, economy
From $200 to $375

HOUSES - 2,3,4 BEDROOMS
Good locations, various sizes
Most with a/c, w/d
Priced for private bedrooms
Lists available, Showing by appointment

FOR

RENT

2BR apt, 1/2 block to Rec Ctr.
cable incl, central ale, some balconies. $230/person. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
-=-~~-~---2/27

SPACIOUS 3BR house near
Stadium, ale, wid, 3 QUIET tenants. New carpet, vinyl, cabinets. $750/12 months. 345-4489
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
- - - : : - - : - : - - : : - -2/27
1 person looking for a roomy
apt? Try this 2BR priced for one
@ $350/mo. Cable TV and water
incl. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
2/27
7
R·-o=:-::o""M.,.,.Y:--:4-=
B=R--:-:-H0
U:-:-S=cE
=-,- 1 1/2
baths, w/d, walk to Buzzard.
345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.
.,....,=--:-:-=-=-=-=----2/27
BRITIANY RIDGE townhouses,
available now or 2004-2005 for
2-5 tenants. DSL wiring. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
--------------...,-V27
Close to campus. Nice 3
bdrm/5bdrm
houses
CA,
w!heatpump, W&O. 348-0614
.,...,..-.,--.,...,..--,----2/27
3BR HOUSE, fresh carpet, 1
block to Stadium, w/d, central
ale. $700/12 months for 3 tenants. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
-=-=---=-=-----.,....-2/27
NEAT 2BR house near Stadium,
ale, wid, 2 QUIET tenants.
$500/12 months. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
=-=--~-=-------__,-V27
NEAT 3BR house for 3 QUIET
residents. Fresh carpet, vinyl,
cabinets. Washer/dryer, ale.
$660 month. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_________________V27
2 bedroom town house/ apartment furnished, trash pick up
included, 2 blks from campus.
Call 348-0350.
00

Limited Time 3 Bedroom Rent Special
Across from Carmen HaJJ

345-6000

:e -

~

n~

The Daily Eastern News

.Jim Wood , Realtor

Student: 0 Yes 0 No

Under classification of:
Expiration code (office use only):
Person accepting ad:

3BR house for 3-4, w/d, 1 block
to EIU, near Stix & Krackers ..
Ugly, but mechanically sound.
$630/12mo. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
--~-..,----·V27
1025 4th St. 5 bedroom, 4 bath,
partially furnished, washer/dryer.
Deposit required. Available Aug.
1o, '04. Contact 618-580-5843
for more information.
3/1

T""H..,.R
""E=-=E=-==--o
ITW .,.....,B-=E""
D""
R""
O~
O-M-,H-0-,U.S-

ES. $220/PERSON, TWO BEDROOM, TWO BATH APARTMENTS. 415 Harrison. EXCELLENT CONDITION 348-5032
-..,...,.,.,::-:-,.------·3 /2
2 BEDROOM
2007 11th STREET AND
905ARTHUR
345-6100
~:--:::--:::-=-::7-:-----------00
3 BEDROOM
2009 11TH STREET 345-6100
00
s-=T,...
U""
D""
E-NT
= --H.,..O:-U-,S,.,E,......,
FO
-:-::R- R
=-E
=-NT.
1814 12th STREET. Looking for
3 students to rent 3 bdrm home
for Fall/Spring 04-05. Walk to
school, CA, WID. $825 month
($275 each). Call 847-395-7640
for info.
__________________00
3 bedroom furnished apartment.
Utilities included. Close to campus. Call 345-6885
-..,--------------...,---00
Studio apt. 1/2 block to Campus
$265 and a large 1 bdrm. apt.
1/2 block to campus $325. 3456967
00
H:-o_m_e_s--:4-&
.,--.,..
3 - B=-R
=--a_v_a.,.,.ila....,ble
August.
Good
locations,
WD,DW,CA, TRASH paid. Call
345-3253.
----...,-----,.---------00
Fall/Spring. Clean three bedroom house. 10.5 month lease.
3-4 students. Dishwasher, stove,
refrigerator. Must see. 348-8406

~--:--:-:--:-:--------_,__--00

1,2,and 3 bedrooms close to
campus. 4 locations to choose
from. Call 345-6533
00

Compositor: _ _

No. words I days: _ _ Amount due:$
Payment:
Check No.

Dates to run:
Ad to read:

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students wilh valid 10, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY- NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edn or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

SOCIETY OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS: Meeting Feb. 11 at 6
p.m. in Construction Lab in Klehm. Come get your resume critiqued!!
THE COUNSELING CENTER: Lifeskills Workshop Wed. Feb. 11 at
7:30 p.m. in the Effingham Room, MLK Union. "Time Management•
present by Wendy Buesing, Counseling Center

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489- Fax 345-4472

5l}e New iJork 5itn.t$

Crossword

Classified ad form
Name:
Address:
Phone:

RENT

CAMPUS CLIPS

Studio I, 2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments
• Lots of space • Swimming pool
• Volleyball court
a,

FOR

ACROSS
1Frame part
5Hung on to
1 OChop finely
141t may be
dunked
15Sister of Clio
16Studio effect
17Post master,
once?
20Came out
21 "Puh-leeze!"
22From square
one
24Take effect
25Fire up
29Bohemian
31Evasive
move
34Adds power
to, with "up"
35United group
36"0ue
?"

37Berlin classic
40Waffle brand
41 Load to bear
42High home
43"The Matrix"
hero
44"Put it back"
45Come to
46Gel
47Some cameras: Abbr.
49J ohnny
ApP.Ieseed's
real surname
53Unfriendly
manner
58Eschew
table manners
60Turkish
money
61War correspondent,
these days

Edited by Will Shortz

No. 1231

621nfantry
weapon of
old
63Server's
need
64"Don't even
bother"
65Endlessly
worry

DOWN
11t may begin
with a
buildup
2Composer
Khachaturian
3AIIocate,
with "out"
41 922
Physics
Nobelist
5Unruffled
6Take for ___
(flimflam)
?Mover's
need
8Summers
ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE
abroad
9Capp commumty
1 OCirculation
director?
11 Have a yen
12Pillow cover
13Word with
run or rule
18Two-time
U:S. Open
wmner
19like blue
humor

23! ngredients
m some
brownies
25Skier's
mecca
269ompact
1tem
27Money spent
28Engaged in
30Makes a
stink?
31Congo, once
32"The Addams
Family" actor
33Used a telescope

35Treat for
Rover
36___ -a-porter
38Up for grabs
39Has a traditional meal
44Rest stop
sight
45Gaming area
46Spread out
48Airport
inconveniences
49Druid, for
one
50"Aquarius"
musical

51 Razor name
52V~rne

cap-

tam
54little snorts
55Radiate
56Drink sometimes served
hot
570ffed
59

Simbel,

Egypt
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THE DAILY EAS TE RN NEWS

Tree marks site
where girl's
body was found

NATION

BRIEFS

Gay marriage ban looms
BOSTON (AP) - Gay-rights activists,
conservative leaders and media from
around the globe converged on the
Massachusetts Statehouse for a historic session Wednesday in which lawmakers will
take up a constitutional amendment to ban
gay marriage.
As the hrurs ticked down, Senate leaders
feverishly sought a middle grrund, proposing a compromise that would ban same-sex
marriage but establish civil unions.
"We should not engage in a divisive, aU-ornothing debate that may end by eliminating
all rights for same-sex couples," Democratic
Senate President Robert 'fravaglini and
Republican Senate Minority Leader Brian
Lees wrote fellow lawmakers Thesday:
The compromise prompted almost immediate criticism, including from House

SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) - More than 1,000 people
gathered 'fuesday on the church grounds where the
body of 11-year-old Carlie Brucia was discovered,
standing in long lines to sign posters and lay flowers in
her memory.
Children were each asked to pour a small cup of dirt
in a hole dug in t he front lawn to help plant a magnolia
tree in Carlie's honor.
Carlie's abduction was caught on a car wash surveillance tape as she walked home from a friend's
house Feb. 1. Her body was found under some brush
on the Central Church of Christ property early Friday.

Tests show bird flu
on second farm

Speaker Thomas Finneran, who called it
"highly inappropriate" to use an amendment
to craft legislation or pass new law - like
one establishing civil unions.
The gay-marriage issue has created an
unprecedented spectacle at the Capitol: As
many as 4,000 spectators and 300 media
members are expected to attend the start of
the cmstitutional convention, and a furious
lobbying effort was already under way.
Christian conservatives used a dolly to
haul in more than 18,000 petitions signed by
citizens from across the country urging lawmakers to pass the amendment.
Meanwhile, children of gay couples traveled to the Statehouse to plead with the
Senate president ''not to write discrimination into our constitution."
"I've never seen anything like this," said

Charles Rasmussen, spokesman for
Finneran, a Democrat who supports the
amendment. "And I'm told this building has
never seen this kind of scrutiny from the
national media that anyone can remember."
Camera crews from London, Japan and
Spain are seeking credentials for the event,
and authorities planned to beef up security
to handle the crowds.
Massachusetts put itself at the very center of the gay-marriage debate when the
Supreme J udicial Court ruled 4-3 in
November that gays should be guaranteed
t he benefits of marriage. Lawmakers
thought that Vermont-style civil unions
might suffice, but the court issued an advisory q:>inion last week that left no doubt
Only full-fledged gay marriage would pass
constitutional muster.

Former Tyco CFO takes stand after co-defendant

DOVER, Del. (AP) - Officials responded to a new
discovery of bird flu Thesday by ordering a quarantine of 80 farms and the slaughter of 72,000 more
chickens. The swift action was aimed at averting more
bans on U.S. exports.
The second case of disease was found in a commercial flock of roaster-type chickens in nort hern Sussex
County, at least five miles away from the farm where
the first flock tested positive last week.
The chickens at t he second farm were killed
Thesday aft ernoon, said Delaware Secretary of
Agricultur e Michael Scuse.

NEW YORK (AP) - 'I)rco International
U d 's former chief fmancial officer Mark
Swartz testified Thesday that he didn't do
anything he believed was illegal during the
11 years he worked at the company.
Swartz took the stand after the defense
team for his co-defendant, former 'I)rco
chief executive L Dennis Kozlowski, rested
its case without calling any witnesses.

Defense lawyer Charles Stillman
inquired how long Swartz had worked at the
company, then asked: "During the time you
were at '!)reo, did you ever take any action
that you believed was wrong or illegal?"
"Absolutely not," Swartz replied.
The defendants are accused of stealing
$600 million from the company. KozlowskL
Sl, and Swartz, 43, are in the fifth month of

a trial on state charges including grand larceny and falsifying business records.
Prosecutors say the two stole $170 million
by hiding unauthorized pay and secretly
forgiven loans in major '!Yeo transactions.
They allegedly made an additional$430 million on 'I}rco shares by lying about the company's financial condition from 1995 into
2002.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

SULESSORS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

4 bedroom house 219 Jackson
Ave. Spacious basement included. $200 each, available June
1st. 549-1957 or 348-5427

BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR FALL
04-05. PLENTY OF OFF STREET
PARKING, WATER AND TRASH
__________________
00
INCLUDED.
CALL 345-1 266

FALL 2004 3 BR APT 204 W.
GRANT, 2 FULL BATHS, FREE
LAUNDRY,
HEAT,
WATER,
TRASH AND DSL INCLUDED.
CLOSE TO O'BRIEN STADIUM.
$1000 PER MONTH OR $333
PER BDRM. 345-6210 OR 2548228
00

1 bdrm apt. available for summer.
Subleesor
needed.
Parkplace apts. 348-6014 ask
for Chad.
2113
Su7b71es
-so_r_n_eed
--:-e-:-:
d A-::S:-:
A-=
P-:fo
-r..,:Feb.-

SPRING BREAK beach and Ski
Trips on Sale Now! Call 1-800SUNCHASE today! Or visit
www.Sunchase.com

ties, best hotels, best prices!
Space is limited! Book now and
save!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com
2127
M-=
0 :-:
V:-::
IE:--:E=XT
= R:-:A-::
S-, ~
M:-::Oc='
DELS
NEEDED. Local Casting call.
No Experience, age required,
all types looks accepted.
Minor/major roles. Up to $320
a day. Call 1-800-818-7520

.~~~~~~~~~00

1 & 2 BEDROOM apts for Fall
2004, good loc., ex condition, 1o
& 12 mo leases. Parking & trash
pickup included. No pets, 3457286. www.jwilliamsrentals.com

c~~--~--~--~~00

$299 Free heat, water, t rash. Call
Dave 345-2171. 9am-11am

00

2-B
~R
=-A-=P""
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~.-A
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VA...,
IL_0
_4-05
---C
=-heck

locations at www.charlestonilapts.com. Roommate rents from
$230 to $255 mo. Call 348--7746
for appointments.

~~~~~~~~---00
3 BEDROOM HSE for Fall 2004,
large rooms, w/d, A!C, no pets,
parking & trash pickup incl 3457286. www.jwilliamsrentals

--~--------------00

Hey Gals! 2 bedroom furnished
apartment, next to park at 1111
2nd St. Water, trash, and laundry
inc luded for $265 each/month. 10
or 12 month lease available. Call
now at 549-1 957 or 348-5427.

~--~~------~~00

Exceptionally economical! 1
bedroom
apt.
with
loft.
Furnished for a single or couple.
$375 mont h. For one or $430
month for two. 1 block north of
O' Brian Fild. For school year
2004-2005. Call Jan 345-8350

--~~~~------~00

1 or 2 BD furnished apts. Great
rates, low ut ilities. Water and
trash included. 345-5048

~----------~--~00

Need a semest er lease from
JAN-MAY? We have a unique 2
bdrm for rent. 1block from
Buzzard. 345-5088

___________________ 00

"Listed as top landlord for 2003
in Eastern News!"1 Bedroom
apts. for August 04-05. PP&W
PROPERTIES. 2 EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS 1 BLOCK, & 1 1/2
BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD MAIN
ON 6TH ST. 1 or 2 person leases. Central heat & A!C, laundry
facility. Trash service and off
street parking included. Perfect
for serious student or couples.
348 -8249
00
=
F_
or_2,.,o"'
o...,.
4/
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-d:-room

house. Excellent locations, cable
internet hook-ups in every bedroom. 250/person/mont h. 12
month lease. Call 345 -0652.
A lso, nice one bedroom apt.
excellent location. 350/month.

~----------~----00

1+ bedroom homey house available Aug. 1. 11 W. Pierce St.
Close to city park. Call 549- 1957
or 348-5427

___________________ 00

2 bedroom apt available Jan 1st!
Furnished and trash paid. Close
to campus. 345-5088
00
B-u.,.,z"'
z-A-=Rc:D- - - - - -S
- :T::-U-:D:-:E:-N-,TS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large
2 BR apts. available @ 2020
1Oth. Call 345.6000 to see!
00
R:-:0:-:-Y:-:A:L-::H:-.:E::-:
IG::-H-:::T:-=
S--,A:-::P=T=s -: 1-:5::-::0-::9 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new
furniture. Leasing for Spring
2004 and Fall 2003 semesters.
Call 346-3583

--------------=----00

Single Apt. on square. $299 inc.
heat, water, trash. Dave 34 52171 9am-11am.
00
s'::E:::
IT=s"'lN
- -G
"'E=cR
::---A:-P
::-A:-::R=T::M:-::E::-N:=
TS1611 9TH S~ 1 BLOCK EAST
OF OLD MAIN. 1 APARTMENT
AVAILABLE SPRING SEMESTER.
COMPLETELY
FURNISHED, HEAT, AND GARBAGE
FURNISHED, OFF STREET
PARKING. CALL 345-7136.
__________________00
Newly remodeled two bedroom
apartments complexly furnished,
parking, laundry, FREE DSL Fast
internet 913 and 917 4th St.
345-7437 or 345-8353.
__________________00
3 bedroom house, central air,
complexly furnished. Available
J une 1. 1705 4th St. $750. 3458353 or 345-7437

F~
A.,..
LL:--::2-,00,-4.,......,.3--:B::cR::-:A-::P=
T.--=53:-:0,-:W.

GRANT, 2 FULL BATHS, FREE
DSL AND LAUNDRY PRIVATE
PATIO WITH FENCE. NEW
APPLIANCES, C/ A $ 1000 PER
MONTH OR $333 PER BDRM.
345 -621 0 OR 254-8228

00

F~
A.,..
LL:--::2-,00::-4,-6.,--::B:-.:R-:T=cO::-W
~N::-::
HO
~
US.E
1056 2ND ST. FURNISHED, 2
FULL BATHS, A!C, FREE LAUNDRY AND DSL. $18 00 PER
MONTH OR $300 PER BDRM.
345-6210 OR 254-8228

00

July '04. Feb and July rent already
paid. $266.66/mo. + utilities.
Across from Dominos. Call Becky
348-1233.
________________.2 /17

PERSONALS
ATIENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in
a yearbook of your senior year,
and are not sure how to pick it up,
come to the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall,
and for only $4 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when they are
published.
Call 581-2812 for
more infonnation.

ROOMMATES

00

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Roommates wanted, $295/ month.
Call Lindsey 348.1479

--------,---~~----00

Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
__________________OD

N0 N

s E Q uI T u R

'loUR
f>.1'lT.t-\1toN,
PLGII.l:f....

ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get
12th trip free. Group discounts for
6+ www.springbreakdiscounts.com
or 800-838-8202
_________________.2 /12

~-:-:-----:--:7--~---~5

Make Money taking online surveys. Earn $10-$125 for Surveys.
Earn $25-$250 for focus groups.
i
s
i
t
www.cash4students.com/eillu
2127
JO
::IN-::
::-:: T::-:
H=E-:-M-:::IX
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_.. _.A
.,.,S
=TE
= R-=T=H=R·OWDOWN CREW ON SPRING
BREAK IN CANCUN AND TRAVEL IN VIP ALL WEEK LONG! FOR
MORE INFO E-MAIL US AT:
leemmtd.com
----------,--------·2112
Need an extra $36,000 a year?
Vending route for sale: 50 high
traffic locations. Cost $5,000 1800-568-1392 orwww.vendingthatworks.com
,...,.--,---~,.--,----,.--•211 3
SPRING
BREAK
Cancun,
Acapulco, Jamaica, and Florida.
Free drinks and parties, Best
Hotels, lowest prices! Our students seen on CBS and 48 Hours.
www. breake rstrave l .com
(800}985-6789

v

~~:---=--~~~-2127

# 1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida! Best par-

BY WILEY MILLER
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Now Leasing for Fall 2004:
Studios, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments, 3 bedroom houses and a
large home for 7 people located
within 3 blocks or less from
campus. 345-0006

--------~----~--00

FALL 2004, 2BR HOUSE 1708
11TH ST. NEW CARPET AND
PAINT, WID $600 PER MONTH
OR $300 PER BDRM. 345-621 0
OR 254-8228

BOONDOCKS

BY AARON MCGRUD ER

00

F:AL
_ L__2_0_
0 4- 3--=B=R--:H- O
:-U
- S:-:E=-217
POLK, C/A, WID, DSL CABLE
AND PHONE IN ALL BDRMS.
GARAGE, FENCED YARD. $900
PER MONTH OR $300 PER
BDRM. 345 -6210 OR 254-8228

00

F"7AL
:-:L---:c
2-::00::-4- 4 --:B
:::R
::-:A-::
P=
T.--=20::-4- W.
GRANT AVE. PARTIALLY FURNISHED, 2 FULL BATHS, FREE
LAU NDRY, HEAT, WATER, TRASH
AND DSL INCLUDED. CLOSE TO
O'BRIEN STADIUM. $1400 PER
MONTH OR $350 PER BDRM
345-6210 OR 254-8228
__________________00

THAT'S NOT FAIR.

YGU't'i WAKI-IEQ iT
EVERY PAY nus W'EfK!

--~----~--:----~Y2

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, & Rorida! Best Prices!
Space is limited! Book now &
Save! 1-800-234-7007 www.endlesssummertours.com
3/12
EA-::R:-:-N:-A
- :-:F=:
O:::R=TU
:-::-::NE
= --w...,it:h- u-'s this
summer! Conference Assistant
applications will be available Jan
12 until Feb 12 at all residence
hall front desks and the Office of
University Housing and Dining
services. For more information
call Conference Services at 5817482.
--------------~2111
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SOFTBALL

Panthers packed into a crowded conference race
By Michael Gilbert
ASSOC IATE SPORTS EDITOR

After finishing last season with a 14-34 record and 713 within the league, the Eastern softball team was
voted seventh by the head coaches in the Ohio Valley
Conference preseason poll.
Eastern received 30 total points, edging out Austin
Peay (29 points) for the seventh spot in the 10-team
conference. Defending league and tournament champion Tennessee Tech picked up 76 points and six firstplace votes. Newcomer Jacksonville State was a dis-tant second with 65 points and two first-place votes.
Eastern Kentucky placed third with 60 points, and
Southeast Missouri and Tennessee-Martin tied for
fourth with 55 points and one first-place vote each.
"I had a chance to look over the rankings and I think
they are justified," Tennessee-Martin head coach
Donley Canary said. "'Thnnessee Tech won our conference last year and they are projected first.
Jacksonville State fared well in their conference
(Atlantic Sun) and last year Eastern Kentucky finished
in second and now they are picked third, so the rankings pretty much followed last season."
Although Tennessee Tech dominated the voting,
Canary believes the OVC is a circuit up for grabs when
the league schedule begins on March 16.
"Anyone can beat anybody in this league," Canary
said. "Four or five teams like Tennessee Tech,
Jacksonville State, Eastern Kentucky, us (TennesseeMartin) and even Eastern Illinois can win this conference."
Despite Canary's comments, the Golden Eagles will
certainly go into league play with a bull's eye. Tech finished last season 41-16overalland 17-3 in the OVC. The
Golden Eagles will return 12 letter winners and six
starters including four members (catcher Kacey
Bennett, pitchers Lori Bayless, Tia Benning and second baseman Samantha Lovelady) who were 2003 AllOVC selections.
Eastern Kentucky should keep things in the conference close by returning 12 letter winners including

five starters from a team that went 29-18 and 13-7 in
the league. Shortstop Diana Barrerass finished last
season with a .307 batting average en route to a 2003
All-OVC second team selection. Senior Jennifer
Christiansen will patrol the outfield and was a 2003

Seeing:

Warmer:

21-10 nm dooms Panthers again

Eastern held on after hot start

CO NTI NUED FROM PAG E 12

CO NTI NUED FROM PAG E 12

Eastern actually made the same amount of field
goals by making 14 more free throws (19-5) in the
opening 20 minutes to take control. For the second
straight contest, Eastern had a much higher shooting percentage but still fell in defeat due mostly to
the 24 turnovers.
Eastern held a 48-38 lead in the second half but
SEMO really summed up its last effort for a 21-10
run to regain a 59-58 lead after a Jessica Aebi 3pointer.
Both teams traded baskets including the
Panthers only three pointer by Melanie Ploger.
O'Connor tied the game at 70 with a field goal but
tl1at would be Eastern's last basket during the final
3:29.
Free throw shooting kept Eastern in the game as
the Panthers made six free throws to take a 76-74
lead witl11:09 remaining.
Unfortunateley for Wunder and company,
Eastern was unable to stop Otahkians forward
Yashika Sidbury, who hit the game-winning three
pointer with 15 seconds left to sink the Panthers

In the first half, when Eastern was running their
offense as smooth as they have all year, the Panthers
were able to build up a double digit lead.
But turnovers in the second half and some clutch
shooting from junior guard Mike Nelke helped narrow
the margin between the two teams.
The Indians were able to get close enough to make
Eastern sweat a little in the final two minutes. The closest SEMO was able to get was three points, after a three
from Nelky, but Mackinson was able to ice the game with
one free throw.
The four point lead carried the Panthers through the
final possession as SEMO could not hit on a desperation
three point attempt.
"We ended the game giving up 85 points, but I thought
we managed to play better defense than that shows,"
Samuels said.
The next game for Eastern will be at Tennessee State
on Thursday. The game holds additional importance
because with a victory, Eastern could be in eighth place.
If Eastern finishes the season in eighth, it would be good
enough for Eastern to qualify for the tournament.

COACHES POLL
1

T ENNESSEE TECH

76

(6 first-place votes)

2

J ACKSONVILLE STATE

65

(2 first-place votes)

3

EASTERN K ENTUCKY

T4

S OUTHEAST M ISSOURI

60
55

(1 first-place vote)
T4

T ENNESSEE-MARTIN

55

(1 first-place vote)
6

SAMFORD

53

7

EAS TERN ILLINO IS

30

8

A USTIN P EAY

29

9

T ENNESSEE S TATE

14

10

M OREHEAD S TATE

13

(TEAMS AWARDED 9 POIN TS FOR A FI RST- PLACE VOTE ,
8 FOR SECOND , ET C. )

first team All-Conference pick. Christiansen also led
the team with a .323 batting average and was near the
team-lead with 42 hits and 21 runs batted in.
According to Canary, new clubs Jacksonville State
and Samford could contend for a league title right
away. Jacksonville State won 40 games last season and
finished 12-10 in the Atlantic Sun. The Gamecocks
return 10 letter winners including junior Breanne
Oleman who split between the outfield and pitching
positions. At the plate, Oleman hit .267 with 38 runs
batted in and on the mound she struck out 50 batters
in 61.1 innings while posting a 1.48 earned run average.
Samford has high hopes this year after a 27-17-1
record in the Atlantic Sun Conference. The Bulldogs
boast a solid group of upperclassmen to go along with
six freshmen. Second baseman Kelly Smith is one of
three returning starters with an average over .300.
"Both teams appear to be very strong," Canary said.
"Jacksonville State suffered a tragic loss (when threeyear starter Tera Ross was killed in a car accident last
December) otherwise they would be right up there at
the top with Tennessee Tech."
Canary stated Samford's veteran head coach Beanie
Ketcham should make the team even stronger.
"She does a really great job with the team," Canary
said. "Samford and Jacksonville State will definitely
upgrade our conference."
Eastern will hit the diamond without four key seniors from last year. Gone are catcher Kristen Darnell,
designated hitter Jen Green, outfielder Carrie Ninness
and pitching ace Kristen Becker.
The Panthers will rely on senior Kristen Lovering to
key the offense. Last season, Lovering was a First
Team All-OVC selection after leading the Panthers in
batting average (.287), home runs (4) and runs batted in
with 21. The pitching staff will be young and unproven
as sophomore Ashley Condon becomes the ace of the
staff. Condon appeared in nine games last year going 19 with a 6.91 earned run average in 50.2 innings.
Eastern opens their season in Charleston, S.C. at the
Charleston Southern Invitational Feb. 27.
ILLINOIS

75,

MICHIGAN

"Anyone can
beat anybody in
this league.
Four or five
t eam s like
Tennessee
Tech,
Jacksonville
St ate, Eastern
Kentucky, us
(TennesseeMartin} and
even Eastern
Illinois can win
this
conference."

- Donley Canary
TENNESSE E- MARTIN
COACH

STATE

51

Illini bring down Spartans
CHAMPAIGN (AP) - Luther
Head scored 17 points and James
Augustine scored 16 points and
grabbed 11 rebounds to lead
Illinois past Michigan State 75·51
Thesday night.
Fifteen of Head's points came
on 3-point shots as the Illini (16-5,
7-3) bumped the Spartans out of
the Big Ten Conference lead and
into a second-place tie with
Illinois, a half-game behind
Wisconsin.
Deroo Williams added 15
points, and the mini defense shut
down Michigan State's leagueleading shooting. The Spartans
(12-9, 7-3), who had hit 56 percent
of their shots in their first nine
conference games, were held to
just 42 percent from the field.
Shannon Brown was the only
Spartan player to break doublefigures, scoring 12 points.

Michigan State's leading scorer,
Paul Davis, scored only 8 points
and played just 22 minutes. Davis
averages about 16 points per
game and the 22 minutes tied his
low for the season.
Illinois broke the game open
with a 12-0 run over the final 5:41
of the first half. After Chris Hill's
two free throws cut Illinois' lead
to 23-20 with 5:41 to go in the first
half, the Illini ran off four
straight 3-point plays.
Williams sank a basket and
free throw to build the lead to six.
Then Head hit a 3-pointer from
the left wing and, after a missed
dunk attempt by Davis at the
other end, Dee Brown hit another
three from the top of the key to
put the Illini ahead 32-20. James
Augustine's basket and free
throw gave Illinois a 35-20 lead at
the break.
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in the making
By John Hohenadel
SPORTS RE PORTER
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Sophomore Josh Gomes slams the ball against Murray State last
Thursday. In his next game, Gomes poured in a career-high 40 points
against Tennessee-Martin in Eastern's 83-79 overtime win.

Josh Gomes grew up on the east coast where he
picked up his first nerf ball and at that point, a basketball star was born.
Last Saturday night, Gomes scored a career-high
40 points in a win over Tennessee-Martin. His performance is the highest single-game point total this
year in the Ohio Valley Conference. Gomes is also
tied for the lead in field goals made with 15.
Gomes started playing organized basketball at
age 6 after his family moved to Connecticut. But it
wasn't until Gomes' freshman year of high school
that he realized he was a pretty good ball player.
"I got cut in eighth grade and it motivated me to
start playing more," Gomes said.
Gomes and his family picked up from
Connecticut and moved again; this time to Indiana.
"I made the freshman team and then the next
year made varsity as a sophomore,'' Gomes said.
After a successful sophomore season, Gomes
transferred to Heritage Christian High School in
Indianapolis for his junior year.
Gomes said two guys he played with at Heritage
Christian now play Division I-A basketball at Ole
Miss and Liberty.
"Those were some fun times," Gomes said.
In the summer before his senior year, Gomes was
told his eligibility had run out because he had
switched to the Indiana State Athletic Association.
An obstacle like this would put a damper on most
people's basketball careers, but Gomes refused to
sit out his senior season. He transferred yet again to
a private school called Frankfort Christian High
School which was an hour away from his home.
Gomes sacrificed two hours of his day to and
from school all because he would not be denied his
senior basketball season.
At Frankfort Christian, Gomes averaged 29.9
points per game under coach John Sherman
Williams. Gomes holds the school record for single
game points with 41 and field goal percentage (68).
Gomes said Williams is his main influence when it
comes to basketball.
"When coach Williams said something, you had to
listen," Gomes said. "He played with Larry Bird at
Indiana State University."
When it came time for Gomes to choose a college,
he was looking at mid-major schools like Western
Kentucky, Indiana State and Butler. However,
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Gomes chose Eastern.
Williams learned about his former player's 40point game Saturday from Gomes' father and wasn't surprised.
"That's the Josh Gomes I know," Williams said. "I
knew it was just a matter of time before he had a
breakout game like that."
Head coach Rick Samuels said Gomes has come a
long way since he first came to Eastern.
"He had to make a giant leap from that small
Christian high school just in terms of competition he
faced not only in games, but also in practice,''
Samuels said.
Gomes said in high school he could just get out on
the court and play, relying on nothing more than his
talents. He said in college it's harder for him to be
mentally focused all the time.
"He knows how important it is to take a different
approach to the college atmosphere," Williams said.
"He knows he has to practice hard and keep up with
his studies in addition to playing basketball."
When Gomes first came to Eastern he expected to
play a lot of minutes as a freshman. "I didn't get to
play that much last year, but I knew I had to accept
my role," Gomes said.
Former Eastern basketball standout, Henry
Domercant was a big part in Gomes' maturation
process.
"Henry always worked hard on and off the court,"
Gomes said. "When everyone was out having fun, he
was in the gym shooting. Before classes in the
morning and before games, he was shooting."
Williams said Gomes was a hard worker in high
school and Domercant just helped him work even
harder.
"I'll have to thank him when I see him," Gomes
said.
Going from being cut in eighth grade to scoring
almost 30 points per game in high schoo~ Gomes
now finds himself as the Panthers' number one
option.
"I don't look at being the go-to guy as pressure,"
Gomes said. "I just know I have to work harder than
most people do. It's something I look forward to."
"He's the go-to guy," Samuels said. "He's a player
that can put up big numbers and he makes other
people better by moving so well."
Even though he is the star player, he hasn't taken
on the role of team leader this season.
"He's not our leader yet,'' Samuels said. "Josh will
become that some day."
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THROW
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MEN'S

BASKETBALL

EASTERN

M Tennis at Indiana State
M Basketball vs. Florida Gulf Coaet
Wrestling vs SIU-Edwardsville
W Basketball vs. Morehead State
M Basketball vs. Morehead State

6p.m.
7:05p.m.
7 p.m.
5:15p.m.
7:35p.m.

89, SEMO 85

Aaron Seidlitz
SPORTS REPORTER

The way it
should be at
Lantz Arena
This past Saturday night
was the way it was supposed
to be.
The basketball game was
entertaining, the Panthers
finally won a game and better
than anything, there was an
atmosphere that would give
the impression that if given a
good game, Eastern fans love
the game of basketball.
The crowd was into the
game, Eastern coach Rick
Samuels was into the game
and the players lived up to the
moment.
It helped that the game
against Tennessee-Martin
went into overtime, because
all the extra excitement was
needed just to make up for all
the dull moments that fans at
Lantz Arena have witnessed
throughout this past season.
Not to mention that Josh
Gomes played up to his potential for the first time this year,
and senior leader Jesse
Mackinson made the largest
impact he has all season long.
Gomes hopefully didn't
speak too soon; however, when
he mentioned that he did the
same kind of pregame routing
as the dearly departed Henry
Domercant, drawing a comparison should be left on ice
for the time being.
But anything that Gomes
does that Domercant did in
the past probably can't hurt.
After last season when Gomes
was under the star's wingman,
he learned a few things that
he has used this season to his
advantage.
But if that 40-point performance is what the future
holds for Gomes, then whatever he did before Saturday's
game, he will probably be
doing from now on.
As for Mackinson, the
senior's desire to break this
losing streak was, for the first
time, very noticeable against
the Seahawks.
He did what he hasn't done
so much this season. He took
younger players aside and
kept their heads in the game
when they needed it.
The team's younger players
have shown throughout this
season that they haven't
exactly learned how to finish
off game, and Mackinson is
one of the older guys who has
tasted that kind of success.
So Saturday night it seemed
like he finally put that knowledge to good use for the
Panthers. Also, the starting
center backed up his talk with
no doubt the best game he has
played all season.
The leadership on the court
and in dealing with the
younger players proves that
the sloppiness of early
Eastern games was mostly
due to a lack of quality plays
from experienced players.
But as the Panthers end off
this season scraping to get the
final spot in the OVC tournament, they are hoping to take
what they learned from their
last victory to improve their
play down the stretch.

Sophomore
guard Jake
Sinclair dribbles
around a
Murray State
defender last
week. Sinclair
scored 10
points, had six
assists and two
steals in
Eastern's 89-85
win at
Southeast
Missouri last
night.

GeHing warmer
Panthers win back-to-back games after 8 straight losses
By Aaron Seidlitz
SPORTS REPORTER

Eastern was two different
teams in the first and second half
of Thesday's game against
Southeast Missouri State, but in
the end, it was able to come away
with its first road victory of the
season.
The Panthers started the game
off with the best 20 minutes of
basketball they have played all
season.
But in the second half, the
Panthers seemed to just want to
hold onto their lead and played
tentatively instead of attacking.

WOMEN'S

That is why a nine point half time
lead turned into a close game, and
only a four point victory by the
score of 89-85.
The biggest reason for that was
senior center Jesse Mackinson
who tied former Eastern player
Kevin Duckworth's record of 10
straight field goals made before a
miss. Mackinson missed his next
attempt, which could have broken
the record but that still couldn't
put a damper on the night
Mackinson had.
He finished the game with a
career high 29 points. In the first
half especially, he carried the
Panthers on the offensive end of

the floor.
" It seemed like Jesse had his
rhythm of old for that first half,"
Eastern coach Rick Samuels said.
"He had that perfect rhythm
going and shot the ball tonight the
way we know that he can."
Mackinson had to step up his
play on offense since sophomore
guard Josh Gomes, coming off of
his 40 point performance against
Thnnessee Martin, had only nine
points against the Indians.
But instead of an offense that
would rely on Gomes like earlier
in the year, Eastern won the game
because their offensive attack
was balanced. The Panthers fin-

ished with four players in double
figures.
Junior forward Aaron Patterson
came off of an injury in the team's
last game to respond strongly
with 16 points, only two points less
than his high this season of 18
points. Patterson reached 18
points the previous time Eastern
played SEMO.
"The offense ran really well
because we took quality shots,"
Samuels said. "We had only two
three point shots in the first half,
but we moved the ball well and
found people off of cuts."
SEE WARMER • Page 10

BASKETBALL
SEMO

77, EASTERN

76

Seeing more of the same
+Loss reflects results of last year's

ave tournament match:up
By Matthew Stevens
SPORTS EDITOR

There must be something about the ShowMe Center for the Panthers.
In a game that eerily resembled the 2003
Ohio Valley Conference 'Iburnament game,
Eastern lost its halftime lead to fall in a heartbreaking 77-76 decision to Southeast Missouri.
In a contest where Eastern broke school
records for free throws converted and
attempted, the Panthers seemed to have control39 and a half minutes of the game.
The Panthers, who came into the game
shooting 70 percent on the season, made 41 of
45 from the charity stripe.
Sophomore Eastern guard Megan Sparks
ended the game with 22 points. The Mattoon,
Ill. native looked to be fouled as she released
the ball but no whistle came on the play and the
Otahkians escaped with a one-point victory.
Sparks had her second double-double of the
season by providing a career-high 11 rebounds
Thesday.
"She had a near perfect game tonight,"
Wunder said. "She stepped up and made 12 of
12 from the line without flinching."
Eastern had an 11-point lead early in the second half, but at a point, were on the short end
of a 12-4 run to close the gap to three points.

Nearly a year ago, Eastern lost a late lead to
end its season in Cape Girardeau, Mo. on a first
round loss. That 79-76 defeat was the final
game of Brooke Gossett's career.
Eastern junior center Pam O'Connor was the
Panthers leading scorer with 23 points, six
points higher than her season average.
Fans were treated to a back-and-forth contest that included 14lead changes and 12 ties.
In a game where the tempo constantly
changed, Wunder was impressed with her
team's ability to handle the SEMO full court
pressure.
''We really did a good job with their
defense," Wunder said. "We really used a point
guard by committee formula to keep everybody fresh."
In a first half that was less than pretty for
both teams with Eastern turning the ball over
12 times (24 for the contest) and SEMO reaching double-digits in giveaways.
The Otahkians went into the locker room
down 12 points after a 23-7 Panther run to end
the half due mostly to their poor shooting
against Eastern's 2-3 zone defense including 29
percent (10 of 34) from the field and two of 13
from beyond the arc.
"In the first half, we really scrambled on
defense well," Wunder said. "In the second
half, they were better against it and really
broke it down."
SEE SEEING • Page 10

Junior center Pam O'Connor was absent from
Eastern's roster when it met SEMO in the OVC
tournament a year ago. Her 23 points last night
didn't prevent a similar result

